Columbia Valley – Clash of the Titans
Tournament -2019
Tournament Info and Rules and Regulations:

Tournament Headquarters
Headquarters will be at the CVFC tent at Mt Nelson Park. There will be a secondary
U12 tent at the U12 fields. You are not required to report to headquarters at the
beginning of the tournament – just report to your appropriate field. Coach Registration is
an hour before your first game (if you are first game in the morning, half an hour before)
Roster and Game Sheets & Caution log- supplied
Please upload your Master Roster Sheets to TeamSnap. We will use this to create
game sheets and caution log and will provide field marshals to deliver to and from
referees at your games.
Washrooms and Concession
Public washrooms are available in the Field House. The concession is located in the
Field House as well. (beside Headquarters)
Spectators, Coaches and Players
Spectators are required to be on the opposite side of the field from the players. While
the game is in progress, the manager/coaches and the reserve players must remain in
their technical area and may not roam the sidelines.
Substitution
There is an unlimited number of substitutes allowed. Players must be at center prior to
asking the Ref/AR for substitution. Substitutions are ALWAYS at the discretion of the
referee, with the following conditions:
1. Prior to a throw-in by your own team (opposing team may sub at the same time)
2. Prior to a goal kick by either team
3. After a goal by either team
4. After an injury by either team when the referee stops play
Substituting players must wait for a signal from the referee. Players may depart the field
to the nearest sideline or end line but entering players may only enter only from center
line.
Duration of Games:
All divisions – 30-minute halves with a 5-minute halftime.
There is no overtime. Games MUST start on time. There will be no ending time. For
pool (round robin) games the tie is recorded. Medal games that end in a tie immediately
go to a shoot-out (FIFA rules apply.)

Results
a) 3 points for a win.
b) 1 point for a tie.
c) 0 points for a loss.
d) 1 bonus point for a shut out during a win.
If teams are tied after the pool, the tie breaking formula will be as follows:
I. Head to head
II. Most wins.
III. Least goals against.
IV. Most goals for.
V. Shoot out.
Results will be updated on TeamSnap as well as on the board at headquarters.
Jersey Colour Conflict
Alternate team colors should accompany the teams to the tournament. If there is a color
conflict, home team will change their colors.
Awards
The top teams in each of the divisions will be presented with medals. Medals will be
presented at the field immediately after the medal game.
Cautions and Expulsions
A player receiving a direct red card will miss the next game at minimum. Further action
will be determined upon review by our disciplinary committee. Three yellows on your
tournament caution log will result in the next game suspension.

Columbia Valley Youth Soccer expects all players, parents and coaches to act in a
respectful manner towards each other, the opposing team, the officials and the Clash of
the Titans Tournament Volunteers. We will not tolerate any abusive behavior.

Good Luck! Have fun! And see you on the Pitch!

